
Jungle Rush - Adventure Puzzle Game Brings
Jungle Experience To Mobiles in India

Jungle Rush - Adventure Puzzle for Android

Jungle Rush - Adventure Puzzle is now
available to download for free in India
through the Google Play Store.

PUNE, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA,
December 20, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Gawooni PLC, The Next Big Thing in
Gaming, today announced that their
game, Jungle Rush - Adventure Puzzle is
now available to download for free in
India through the Google Play Store. The
game brings a fresh new outlook to the
match 3 puzzle genre set in an amazing
jungle scenario; it also includes
interesting real-life facts about elephants
and a dramatically gripping comic strip.

Jungle Rush - Adventure Puzzle takes
players on a rescue mission in a thrilling
jungle where players are to switch and
match their way to fight the evil. The evil
Tiger, in his rage of revenge, traps
animals upon becoming the most
powerful by stealing the King’s magical
super power. It is Gawooni, the game
mascot who plans the Jungle Rush and the players who will be undertaking the rescue mission.

“We love animals, the mighty, intelligent elephant being our favorite. As a company we are dedicated
to elephants and would like to help raise attention for these lovely but endangered animals, what
better way than a fun game that includes real life facts about elephants!” said Frank Holz, CEO of
Gawooni. 

Jungle Rush - Adventure Puzzle Features –  
• Enjoy numerous match 3 puzzle levels in a fantastic jungle scenario – our team is already working
on the next mission pack   
• Jungle Rush – Adventure Puzzle provides challenging gameplay mechanics adorned with wonderful
puzzles and catching fun boosts
• Persist in thrilling boss fights, prove your skills and think smart
• Powerful boosters and beastly power-ups will help you to rescue all animals – become a hero in this
adventure saga!
• Unique gameplay elements provide a diversified but ever challenging adventure puzzle – crush ‘em
all!
• Connect with Facebook and challenge your friends, track their progress and crush their score

http://www.einpresswire.com


• Share and compare your score with the community, enter global rankings and even take the pole
position
• An entertaining comic story accompanies the jungle adventure and presents a wonderful puzzle
saga
• Stunning graphics and fun animation will let you enjoy a colourful and superb world of exotic animals
• Jungle Rush – Adventure Puzzle provides a lot of interesting real life facts related to the most
glorious animal on earth – the elephant

Gawooni will launch the game on iOS in India and on iOS and Android in Thailand and South East
Asia in Q1 2017, followed by its worldwide launch. 

Pricing and Availability:
• Jungle Rush - Adventure Puzzle is free to download via India Google Play Store. 
• The game is completely free to play but some optional items require in-app purchase
• The game is rated 3+ and is suitable for men, women, boys and girls 
• The game requires Android OS version 4.0 and above
• The game requires dual core processor and 1GB ram as minimum requirements of hardware

Download for Free – http://bit.ly/jr_pr 
Facebook page link - https://www.facebook.com/JungleRushGame 

About Gawooni – 
GAWOONI is a global operating Developer and Publisher of mobile and online games - the fastest
growing segments in the gaming industry with a special focus on emerging markets like South East
Asia and India. Gawooni has offices in UK, Germany, Thailand and India with a team which is like an
international family of gaming experts. Gawooni’s games are a mix of innovative and challenging
gameplay that provide a unique and exciting gaming experience that meet cultural preferences.

GAWOONI plans to launch Monster Go!, their next game in Q1 2017. Stay tuned for updates!
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